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Alternative Learning System (ALS) is an educational program that shows that education is for everyone regardless of age and condition in life. One of the great advocacies of the Department of Education (DepEd) is to serve those who are left behind and who seem to be hopeless in availing quality education.

ALS is one kind of education that is fitted to all. This alternative mode of delivery further serves the Out-of-School Youth (OSY) and adult learners. This is giving them the opportunity to study in the way that they are not joining the mainstream. They have a special curriculum and they learn at their own pace and convenience.

The students of ALS may go thriving in the skills that are intended for them and may even proceed to further education. The students are educated with the basic competencies and are taught of useful skills not only applicable in school but also in the real challenging world.

Alternative Learning System creates a better learning experience for its learners. The ALS Mobile teachers are endearingly serving their clientele by conducting classes even in the community where the learners live. The ALS learners learn and enjoy from their teachers and feel that they are moving forward because education is on their hands.

Along their studies, the ALS students are assigned in a different setting so as for them to be adjusted in their way to knowledge discovery. The community officials are very sensitive on the needs of these learners to the point that they provide a comfortable space for them to study.
ALS also focuses on skill-based instruction. This allows the ALS Mobile teachers to share skills that are applicable to life situations or even to future jobs. It instructs on the skills that can make the students productive and fruitful in everyday living.

ALS also offers integrated learning. It involves various learning areas that provide diverse knowledge to Out-of-School Youth (OSY) and adult learners. It incorporates different concepts in their studies. It links ALS subjects to other fields of learning.

Alternative Learning System also works for the enrichment of basic competencies. It goes beyond the classroom and it encourages the learners to imbibe what they learned. ALS education offers instruction that makes the learner soar higher.

Education is undeniably for everyone and ALS can prove it. With the program curriculum that ALS offer and with the competent ALS teachers, the attainment of knowledge and skills is indeed possible. With ALS the students are moving forward in life.
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